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The present condition of the gate valves at Cheesman Dam has created 
an urgent problem requiring immediate attention. There are four levels 
from \.;hich water may be wi thdrawn. Of these four.J only the upper leve 1, 
controlled by a 62-inch Larner-Johnson needle valve is in good operating 
condi tion. However.t this valve can only be used ,,,hen the lake elevation 
is above 152 feet. At 10\'1er lake elevations, release must be made through 
the gate valves. All of these valves and their operators are in very 
poor condition due to their advanced age (40 to 70 years old) and because 
of physical damage caused by corrosion, cavitation, and vibrations. None 
of the gate valves used for control, or their guard valves, operate 
smoothly. Only one outlet is presently being used for release of 'vater. 
If this valve, located at the 14-foot level, ceases to function, the lake 
could be completely drained if the valve became inoperable in the open 
position, or no water could be released at all if the valve became 
inoperable in the closed position. It is, therefore, necessary to make 
immediate modifications at Cheesman to provide a safe reliable means of 
dra\V'ing water from the reservoir. 
This report was prepared to aid the Denver Water Board personnel in 
selecting the most appropriate solution to the existing problems at 
Cheesman. The report includes: a discussion of the present condition of 
the outlet works and a brief history of past difficulties; a determination 
of the past flo\-I requirements and of the present maximum "safe" possible 
discharge., to serve as a guide in sizing the modifications; and finally, 
the proposed modifications and alternate solutions, including cost 
estimates. 
if 
'l'he proposed modification suggests installing ne\.,r isolation-guard 
valves domlstream of the existing gate valves~ and connecting these valves 
'With pipelines to free discharge valves installed at the present outlet 
portal. 
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Cheesman Dam was constructed in 1905 to impound a water supply for 
the City of Denver. It is located on the South Platte River and is the 
last reservoir before the water arrives at the Marston Filter Plant. The 
dam is of arch construction and was built of granite block quarried from 
nearby sites. 
The outlet works at Cheesman Dam consist of a series of tunnels 
throug}l the rock abutment. There are four levels from \vhich the water 
may be dra\\rn. As sho\vn on Figure 1, these four levels are at approximate 
elevations of 15, 64, 86 and 152 feet. The first three tunnels are inter-
connected to a single outlet portal. The upper level is independent of 
the three lower tunnels. The apparent reason for the multi-level outlets 
is that it makes it possible to \vi thdra\v l'later of varying quality from the 
reservoir. Another side benefit is that the higher valves operate with 
less head and therefore reduce the possibility of cavitation damage. 
When the dam lvas first constructed, only the three 10\ver levels l.,rere 
included. Forty-tlio-inch Rensselaer gate valves lvere installed in each 
tunnel to regulate releases from the reservoir. Single gate valves were 
installed at the 64 and 86-foot levels and the side-by-side (twin) valves 
placed at the IS-foot level. Figure 2 is a photograph of the twin valves 
during transportation. The arrangement of the valves on the wagons is the 
same as the valves lvere installed in the lower tunnel. Figure 3 shO\vs the 
geometry of the tliin valves installed in the 10\"er tunnel as vie\'led from 
the inlet side. At the bottom of the photograph are the inlets for two 
12-inch bypass lines. 
Batance 
Valve\ 






t. 62" Johnson votve af 
Elev. 152 (not shown) 
2. Symbols <D. ® • T2.J t etc., 
are keyed to table 4. 
Lower Outlet Tunnels 
Through Granite Abutment 
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Figure 3. View of the twin gate valves installed in the tunnel - looking in the direction of flow. 
JlIr,. 
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A balance valve was placed at the entrance to the IS-foot tunnel 
to serve as a guard valve. A Tainter gate was located at the intersection 
of the 64 and 86-foot level tunnels. Details regarding the time of instal-
lation~ the date of removal~ and the intended function of the Tainter gate 
are not kno\~. It is assumed that the gate valves in the 64 and 86-foot 
levels were to be used as guard valves with flow being regulated by 
operating tIle Tainter gate. When the Tainter gate \"as removed from ser-
vice~ the tlvO gate valves were then used for control and lvere the only 
valves in those two tunnels. 
After several years of operation~ it lvas decided that an upper level 
outlet \'1as desirable and the tunnel at the IS2-foot level \"as constructed. 
Flol" in this tunnel is regulated by a 62-inch Larner-Johnson needle valve 
which discharges to the atmosphere. A S x 7 foot gate was installed 
upstream of the needle valve so the needle valve can be isolated ,,,,hen 
repairs to it are necessary. 
In about 1930~ ne\~ 42-inch gate valves ,,,ere installed at the IS and 
64-foot levels. The new valves \.;ere placed immediately do'vnstream of the 
original valves~ whereupon the original valves became guard valves only. 
These additional valves were no doubt installed due to the balance valve 
and the Tainter gate becoming inoperable. 
Over the years numerous repairs and minor modifications to the gate 
valves have been necessary. Included in this report~ as Appendix A, are 
two inter-office conmlUnications from Mr. R. G. Akin regarding the valve 
operation and maintenance at Cheesman Dam. At the present time all gate 
valves are in uniformly poor condition due to the advanced age of the 
valves and to cavitation, corrosion, and vibration damage. Currently 
only one of the gate valves is in operable condition. This is the left 
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valve (looking upstream) in the IS-foot tunnel. Ho\vever ~ recent 
difficulties at the dam have resulted in additional damage to this 
valve. The need to take corrective measures at Cheesman is therefore 
urgent because of the follm.;ing possible consequences: 
1. lthen the lake elevation drops below ISO feet~ release from the 
Teservoir can be obtained only from the one semi-operable gate 
valve in the IS-foot tunnel. 
2. If this gate valve becomes inoperable in an open position~ it 
is questionable whether the upstream gate va.lve, which nON serves 
as the guard valve~ could be closed and it is possible that the 
reservoir may be drained. 
3. If the gate valve becomes inoperable in the closed position, 
there is no other line which can be safely used to obtain 
release from the reservoir. 
Scope of Report 
To aid in correcting the existing difficulties at Lake Cheesman, the 
authors of this report were contacted and requested to study the existing 
problems and to make recommendations for modifications. The study 
included determining the present physical condition of the control valves 
and the outlet tunnels, the operating procedures at the reservoir, and 
the demand requirements. 
A field inspection was conducted as part of the investigation. The 
specific objectives and procedures of the study are listed in the proposal 
entit1ed~ "Recommended Study of the Outlet Works at Cheesman Dam," dated 
May 14.J 1969 ~ \vhich is included as Appendix B of the report. 
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EXISTING OUTLET WORKS 
To document the need for immediate modifications at Cheesman Dam~ 
a description of the present condition of the valves is included. Also 
included is a discussion of the historical flow requirements from Lake 
Cheesman and an analysis of the maximum present capabilities of the 
outlet works. The past requirement and the present capabilities will 
serve as the guideline for designing any proposed modifications such 
that the present capability is not reduced. 
Condition of Valves 
In the IS-foot tunnel there are presently four gate valves. The 
original size of the valves 'vas 42 inches but they \vere later reduced 
in size to 38 inches by installation of ne\V' rings. During the field 
trip to Lake Cheesman~ it was not possible to completely inspect all of 
these valves since many of them could not be safely operated. The 
present condition of the valves is therefore documented partly by the 
field inspection and partly by discussion with the personnel who operate 
and maintain the valves. 
The right hand operating valve in the IS-foot tunnel (looking up-
stream) is in need of repairs and cannot be operated. HO'iever, repairs 
on this valve are presently not possible since its upstream guard valve 
cannot be completely closed. Consequently, the right hand side of the 
twin valve installation in this tunnel is essentially out of operation. 
The dO\\'11stream valve on the left hand side of the IS-foot tunnel is 
presently in only fair operating condition. This valve \.;as completely 
overhauled during 1968 to improve its operating condi tion. lIo\vever, 
recent difficulties at tlle dam has caused additional damage to the 
operating mechanism and reduced the reliability of this valve. The left 
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hand guard valve can be operated when the dO\vIlstream valve is closed 
but cannot be completely closed so that the flO\v is sealed off. 
The two valves in the 64-foot level tunnel are damaged and con-
sidered to be unreliable. The operating personnel indicated that they 
do not operate these valves because their jerky operation makes then 
unsafe to operate. 
The single valve in the 86-foot level tunnel is considered by the 
operating personnel to possibly be in the best condition of all of the 
valves. The field inspection of this valve indicated little sign of 
cavitation damage on the gate or on the rings. HOliever;, extensive 
cavi tation damage has been done at the dO\ffistream spool section such 
that the metal was completely eaten a\vay and cavitation had eroded 
several inches into the concrete lining. Although this valve appears to 
be in satisfactory condition, it cannot be inspected in an open position 
and it has not been operated for a number of years; hence;, its actual 
condition has not been verified. The reason \vhy it has not been used is 
that it has no guard valve and its possible failure under use could 
result in draining the reservoir to an elevation of 104 feet. 
The 5 x 7-foot gate and the 62-inch Larner-Johnson needle valve at 
the l52-foot level are presently in satisfactory operating condition. 
This outlet was not studied as part of this report since it has operated 
satisfactory since its installation. 
Past Discharge Reguiiements 
In order to establish a basis by which modifications to the existing 
outlet \,<,orks could be designed;, it was necessary to evaluate the outlet 
requil'ements from the reservoir. There is a minimum discharge require-
ment of 15 cfs required for the maintenance of fish life in the dO\l1l1strcam 
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channel. This must be supplied year around. The only information lvhich 
could be furnished by the Denver Water Board regarding the maximum flo\<I 
requirements to aid in establishing design criteria, is the information 
relayed by Mr. William Schuler of the Water Resources Division. His 
instructions were that the present capabilities of the system should not 
be reduced by any new construction. Since there lvas no specified maximum 
discharge requirement established for Cheesman Reservoir, two aspects 
were considered in establishing a maximum flm<l requirement from the 
reservoir. First, what has been the maximum flolV' supplied by the outlet 
valves since the dam was built? Second, what is the present safe maximum 
capability of the outlet works? 
Table I sho\V's the listing of the yearly momentary maximum floll[s 
experienced at the flume dOl .. nstream of the out let works. Those discharges 
marked with an asterisk include both spilhlfay a.nd condui t discharges. 
Prior to about 1945" it is uncertain l<lhether the spil hvay discharge is 
included. It can be stated that in the last 25 years the outlet works 
have not passed discharges in excess of 900 cfs. It is also not certain 
as to what percentage of this flo\<1 has been furnished by the Larner-
Johnson needle valve. Since the needle valve is normally used to its 
fullest extent when the reservoir is at a high enough elevation, one may 
assume from the data in Table 1 that the maximum flolV' ever required from 
the three lower tunnels has never exceeded 900 cfs and is probably con-
siderably less than that figure. 
Present Safe Maximum Discharge 
-To further establish guidelines for design modifications, the present 
gate valve outlets were analyzed to determine what their present maximum 
safe discllarge capabi Ii ties arc. The system lias analyzed to establ ish 
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TABLE 1 
YEARLY ~fAXIMm.-I RELEASES FROM CHEESMAN RESERVOIR 
(From Denver Water Board Records) 
Ka.ter Year Momentary ~taximum Discharge Date 
(cfs) 
1968 712 July 30, 1968 
1967 462 September 4~ 1967 
1966 588 May 15, 1966 
1965 867 April 25-27, 1965 
1964 656 July 15~ 1964 
1963 515 July 22~ 1963 
1962 702 April 29, 1962 
1961 628 August 17~ 1961 
1960 710* June 23~ 1960 
1959 906 June 23, 1959 
1958 1,,110* May 26, 1958 
1957 1,,120* August 18~ 1957 
1956 692 June 8 .. 1956 
1955 628 August 9, 1955 
1954 646 July 13" 1954 
1953 865 August 1, 1953 
1952 835 August 3~ 1952 
1951 674 August 3" 1951 
1950 741 November 6, 1950 
1949 2,,070* June 15 ~ 1949 
1948 2,,180* April 22, 1948 
1941 1,,640* June 24~ 1947 
1946 782 July 16, 1946 
1945 1,,110* August 11~ 1945 
1944 636* May 30" 1944 
1943 921* April 21 ~ 1943 
1942 3,,020* April 23, 1942 
1941 1,,020 April 30, 1941 
1940 556 June 24~ 1940 
1939 728* June 2~ 1939 
1938 932 August 29, 1938 
1937 932 June 28, 1937 
1936 1 .. 630 June 25, 1936 
1935 1,,430 July 23~ 1935 
1934 521 May 29, 1934 
1933 880 June 15, 1933 
1932 600 July 14-16, 1932 
1931 814 October 1~ 1931 
1930 1 .. 310 July 31" 1930 
1929 1 .. 580 August 9, 1929 
1928 860 June 5" 1928 
1927 805 July 1~ 1927 
1926 1 .. 220 May 28~ 1926 
1925 530 June 11-12, 1925 
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t\\'O facts: (1) \~hat is the absolute maximum flo\l1 possible with a full 
reservoir and all gate valves open? (2) What is the maximum safe dis-
charge for the same condition? 
The maximum discharge J with the reservoir full J will be limited by 
two factors: (1) the resistance of the system (head loss caused by valves, 
tunnel~ bends J boundary shear, etc.); and (2) choking of the flo\v because 
of very heavy cavitation. The results of calculations for various combi-
nations of valves in use are listed in Table 2. These results are also 
summarized in Table 3. 
TABLE 2 
f.IAXIMUM DISCHARGE CAPABILITIES OF PRESENT OUTLET \YORKS 
Valves in Use 
2 valves @ 14.9 ft 
elevation 
1 valve @ 63.9 ft 
elevation 
1 valve at 86.5 ft 
elevation 
1 valve each at 
63.9 and 86.5 ft 
elevation 
All valves open 
Maximum Discharge Notes 
Based on Full Reservoir 
(cfs) 
1140 Flow limited by choking 
caused by heavy cavitation 
in the tunnel where the 
two valves discharge. 
640 F1o\'l limi ted by choking 
caused by heavy cavitation 
in the tunne I \"here the 
valve discharges. 
600 Flo\" limited by choking 
caused by heavy cavitation 
in the tunnel where the 
valve discharges. 
1180 Flo,V' limited by resistance 
losses in the tunnels and 
valves. The cavitation 
would be heavy at the gate 
valves but choking would 
not occur. 
1800 Flow limited by resistance 
losses. The cavitation 
would be heavy at all gate 
valves and in the lower 
outlet tunnel. 
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Although the outlet works has the capabilities listed in Table 2~ 
it is strongly advised that the system should never be subjected to those 
conditions. Rapid cavitation damage both to the valves and tunnels would 
Tcsult if such flo\vs were attempted. 
Since the. outlet works has more potential than is safe#: it is 
necessary to· estimate· the present safe operating limits based on cavita-
tion. The maximum safe discharge.t along with the past discharge req,uire-
ments~ will then serve as guidelines for sizing any proposed modification. 
In reality ... there is virtually no discharge for which the gate valves 
will operate cavitation free.. The fImv. characteristics of this type of 
valve are such that cavitation will occur under all flow' conditions, ex-
cept for very low" heads and velocities. Conseq,uently, there is no safe 
discharge limit for the present gate valves belmv which they will be free 
of cavitation.. B'ecause of this fact.t cavitation conditions in the gate 
valves were not utilized in establishing the maximum safe discharge. 
The criteria used in establishing the the maximum safe discharge \'ias 
the maximum tolerable velocity in tIle ]O\ver outlet tunnel.. 'The follO\V'ing 
is the recolIltlIendation of the Co'rps af Engineers: 
Generally#: ve:locities in tmlined! tunne-Is snould not exceed 10 fps 
except during diversion flow· when ve-Iocities to about IS fps may be 
a.cceptable.. far a tunnel with dO\vnstream turbines #: penstocks, or 
valves.t it has been recommended that velocities be limited to 5 fps 
or Jess'! to prev'ent damage· from migration of t.unnel muck fines and 
Nde £41.]]s.2. 
Using, this recommendation ll tile: maximum flow· to keep' the veloci ty in the 
tunnels upstream of the valves oeIO\v 5 fps would De 630 cfs.. For a 
lSpencer,r R .. W ..... Tavertyl' B. R. ana BaTber, D. A .. #: "Unlined Tunnels of the 
Southern California Edison Company./r ASCE Pow'er Divis.ion Jour:no.I~ Vol. 90, 
P03#: Paper 408I,r October ]!964#: pp. ]05-13.2 .. 
'Co.lllS. of Engineers,r J!'Hydrattlic Design Criteria .. ,r 
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limiting velocity in the tunnels dO\,l1stream of the valves of 15 fps" 
the maximum flow would also be 630 cfs. 
The granite through which the outlet tunnels for Cheesman Dam were 
cut is in very good condition. There is no evidence of erosion of the 
unlined tunnels. It is" therefore" possible that the above velocities 
could be exceeded for a 1imi ted duration. The maximum amount by \vhich 
the Corps of Engineers' recommended velocities might be exceeded would 
be the velocity at which cavitation liould be initiated at the wall of the 
dOlitlstream tunnel. 
Four sources were utilized to obtain independent estimates of the 
velocity at which cavitation would begin in the tunnel. The first esti-
mate waS based on cavitation information obtained on ball valves. 3 The 
method used lias to approximate a valve opening lihich liould have a similar 
relative roughness as the tunnel. This resulted in a limiting velocity 
of 30 fps. The second estimate utilized data for three-dimensional 
roughness elements on a flat plate. 4 This reference also resulted in a 
velocity of 30 fps. The thirdS and fourth 6 estimates utilized information 
on offsets in linings and resulted in limiting velocities of 35 and 30 
fps" respectively. 
3Uogan, R. A., "Cavitation and Torque Characteristics of Butterfly and 
Ball Valves," M. S. Thesis, Colorado State University, Department of 
Civil Engineering, August 1968. 
~Benson, B. S., "Cavitation Inception on Three Dimensional Roughness 
Elements," Hydromechanics Laboratory Research and Development Report, 
David Taylor Model Basin, Report No. 2104, S-F013 02 04, Task 1712, 
May 1966 •. 
5Ball" J. l\l., "Importance of Smooth Surfaces on FlolV' Boundaries DO\Vl1stream 
from Outlet Works Control Gates," Bureau of Reclamation, Hydraulic 
Laboratory Report No. Hyd-448. 
6Bal1" J. 1'1., "Why Close Tolerances are Necessary Under High Velocity 
Flol'>',," Bureau of Reclamation, Hydraulic Laboratory Report No. Hyd-473. 
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Each of the estimates, of necessity~ incorporated several assumptions~ 
since no infonnation is presently available on cavitation inception in 
tunnels. However, the agreement between the independent estimates seems 
to justify selecting 27 fps (ten percent less than 30 for a safety factor 
to allot., for scale effects) as a limiting velocity at the lower tunnel. 
This condition represents the onset of cavitation in the tunnel wall. It 
is the opinion of the authors that this value represents an absolute maxi-
mum safe discharge for the present outlet works~ since e)Cceeding it causes 
cavitation damage to the tunnel.;l and since it exceeds the maximum recom-
mended by the Corps of' Engineers by 100 percent.. It also exceeds the past 
flow requirements by lIlore than 25 percent. 
Using a tunnel area o£ 42 sq £t.;l the lllaXinlUm safe dis charge is 
1133 cis. It must be re-emp11asized t11at the gate valves would cavitate 
heavily a.t thls :£10\., :rate; consequently.., this limiting discharge is 
a:ctually not a ~'safe'" dis.cllar,ge.., but one to be called such for -the sake 
o:f cesi,gning tne proposed :modifications. 
Fur 3n:foIlnatiol1 purposes.:) 1l1axi:mum safe dischaxzes for each separate 
,,.ut.le"t,,,, based on 'wide-open valves.., we:recalculated. 'These values_, sum-
lnaXl:z.ed in Table 3." :are based on .Iltooerate to be-avy cavltat10n occurring 
at tlle 'V'al ve OtItJ e1: .• 
The aesign :flow of' 11'33 c£s i.s \qell in e.xceS,$ of -the maximum flo,,,, 
required in -'fbe past 25 years :from all -the valveSJI includin.z -the 62-inch 
DDodle "Val-ve.. J1: is", theref'ore", :felt. t1:l-at modificatIons ltsing -this valve 
as a criteri;a will actually be i:ncl.'easing the 'present caJ>abilities of the 
autlet \\'Otks ra1:her -than just maintaining -them. 
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TABLE 3 
MAXIMUM FLOt\' CAPABILITIES OF PRESENT OUTLET \'lORKS 
Valves in Use 
Wide Open 
2 valves @ 14.9 ft 
elevation 
1 valve @ 63.9 ft 
elevation 
1 valve @ 86.5 ft 
elevation 
1 valve each at 
63.9 and 86.5 ft 
elevation 
All valves open 
Maximum Discharge 
from Table 1 Based 







"Safe" Discharge in efs 
with Full Reservoir Based 
on Moderate to Heavy Cavi-






·Use for design based on incipient cavitation at tunnel walls. 
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PROPOSED ~10DIFICATIONS 
This chapter discusses the design criteria used in selecting 
possible solutions to the problems at Cheesman~ and presents a proposed 
scheme for modifying the existing outlet works. Alternative solutions 
are presented in the next chapter. 
Design Criteria 
The material presented in the preceding portion of this report was 
included mainly to document the existing difficulties at the outlet works 
and to aid in establishing criteria to be utilized in designing modifica-
tions. The general design criteria utilized in arriving at the proposed 
modifications and alternate solutions are smnmarized belot'l. 
1. Any modifications must maintain the present f10\'1 capabi1i ties of 
the outlet works~ which are a minimum discharge of 15 cfs and a 
maximum safe discharge of 1130 cfs. 
2. The flexibility of lii thdraKing tiater independently from the three 
lOlier tunnels at 14.9~ 63.9 and 88.9 foot elevations must be 
maintained. 
3. None of the existing gate valves should be used in the nel'r system 
because of their poor condition. They may be left in place in 
the open position~ subject to design constraints. 
4. Pressurizing of the tunnels dot'lllstream of the gate valves is not 
recommended unless a reinforced concrete lining is installed to 
c.ontrol leakage. (See memo in Appendix A~ dated May 13 .. 1966.) 
S. Regulating valves should not be located in the outlet tunnels 
because of the large air demand, the possibility of cavitation 
damage to the tunnel walls at large discharges~ and surging and 
vibration problems \.;11en the valves submerge at large flotvs. 
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6. f.lore than one regulating valve is desirable ~ with guard valves 
installed such that continuous release is possible ''lhen repairs 
or maintenance is necessary to the regulating valves. 
7. The new system should operate cavitation free at all normal 
operating conditions. 
8. A small bypass line liould be useful to pass flO\'1 in the \vinter 
months when the nonnal discharge is bet\'leen 15 and 30 cfs. 
9. In designing the piping system, a limiting velocity of 55 feet 
per second \ ... as used as the maximum allo\~able anY\'ihere in the 
system,. except at the free discharge valves. This limit ''las 
selected to avoid the possibility of cavitation due to rough-
nesses,. misaligned conduits, bends, etc. 
Recommended Modifications 
After considering a number of possible solutions to the existing 
problems at the Cheesman Outlet Works, a single scheme was selected as 
the one recommended. It incorporates all of the design criteria and is 
considered to be the most reliable and flexible. The recommended scheme 
consists of the follo\ving: 
A. Four 38-inch ball val ves ~ one placed dO\\11streaTfl of each existing 
gate valve outlet. These valves would serve as isolation and 
guard valves. 
B. Two 42-inch hollow jet~ free-discharge valves~ placed at the 
outlet portal. 
C. One 12-inch hollO\-I cone~ free-discharge valve placed at the 
portal and connected to one of the pipes in the l4-ft level 
tunnel, upstream of the 38-inch ball valves. 
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D.One 12-inch ball valve upstream of the l2-inch hollow cone for 
a guard valve. 
E. All valves 3.l.'C connected '\vith steel conduits of sizes as SnC)\\'ll in 
figure 4. 
A discussion of the major features of the system are presented beloH" 
Hollow-Jet Valves 
The hollow-jet valve is considered to be the most reliable valve 
presently available for free-discharge release of water at the do"~stTeam 
end of a closed conduit.. Its construction is similar to tIle tarnCT-
Johnson type needle valve with the needle pointing upstream and the do\vn-
stream portion of the valve removed. 1'he disc11al"ge is tubular in snape, 
having a holloli core so that the energy is less concentrated than fOT a 
needle valve~ thus spreading and reducing the effect of tlle dcstructive 
impact and erosive forces. A stilling basin is usually rcquired for 
dissipating the energy of the jet. The size of the stilling basin may 
be reduced by installing the valves at an angle of about 20 to 30 degrees 
dOlvll\vard .. and at a horizontal angle SUcll tIlat the t\'1O jets converge at 
the center of the basin. 
Proportioning of the \vater passage is very important to· prevent sub-
atmospheric pressures lihicll might result in cavitation. These valves have 
operated successfully at heads in excess of those at Cheesntan. The only 
operating limitation that they will have for this installation is that 
they should not be operated at small discharges because of possible 
internal cavitation. Care must also be used in selecting the operator .. 
so that the closure speed is properly controlled. 
42" Line Shown Connected 
to On~y 48" Lines 
'---, 48" Oio. 
Section A-A 
(Piping Loyout) 
r 2" Dia. Bypass 
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A number of different types of isolation or guard valves were 
considered for this installation. Butterfly valves~ which are frequently 
used for this purpose~ are not suitable for this installation. The maxi-
mum discharge required at Cheesman, to maintain the present capability, 
results in mean pipe velocities in excess of 50 fps. In order to use a 
butterfly valve, the local pressure at the valve would need to be above 
200 psi to suppress cavitation. The actual pressure in the pipe at the 
valve locations is closer to 40 psi. Consequently, the butterfly valves 
would be operating in a state of extremely heavy cavitation and \.,.ould 
severely restrict the maximum flm." as \vell as damage the valve and the 
dO\VTIstream conduit. 
The only type of valve ,V'hich can operate cavitation free at such 
high veloci ty-Iol\, pressure requirements is a full opening type valve; 
i.e., a valve which has essentially no obstruction in the full open 
position. Willamette List 26 Ball valves are recom~ended for this instal-
lation for the follm~ing reasons: (1) Three of these valves - 6, 12, and 
16 inches in size - have been tested at Colorado State University. Their 
general performance is very satisfactory. Operating torques appear to be 
at a tolerable level with no difficul ties experienced \\'hen closing against 
pressures in excess of 100 psi. (2) These valves are compact so that 
installing them in the tunnels should be facilitated. (3) They are eco-
nomical compared to other full opening type valves. 
Since the isolation valves ,.;ill normally be posit ioned either fully 
open or closed, and they \'1ill usually be operated l.;ith zero f10\·; in the 
system, these valves 'viII seldom be subjected to cavitation or large 
torques. HmvevcT" tlley must have the ability to close against full 
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reservoir head in an emergency. With the heads at Cheesman~ the 
Wi11amette ball valves should experience no difficulties closing or 
opening. They should" hOlvever ~ not be operated for any length of time 
in an intermediate position, because of possible damage by cavitation 
erosion and vibrations. The pipes and ball valves must be securely tied 
dOlffi so that vibrations can be controlled during emergency operation. 
Pipelines 
The size of the pipelines connecting the isolation and regulating 
valves was determined by two criteria: (1) selecting the minimum size 
which liould pass the required maximum flOlv~ and (2) limiting velocities 
in the pipes to 5S fps to avoid cavitation. The sizes sho\ffi in Figure 4 
were selected based on calculations for all valves wide open. Velocities 
in excess of those recommended are possible~ so the instructions listed 
in a follo\ving section entitled "General Operating Guidelines" should be 
observed. 
Calculations for the pipes \V'ere based on outside diameters \vi th a 
one-inch wall thickness to allo\v for possible linings. Values of the 
friction factor used in the Darcy-l'leisbach Equation to calculate resis-
tance losses were f = .0120, .0110, and .0105 for the 38-, 42-, and 48-
inch pipes respectively. 
~yPass Line 
A twelve-inch b}~ass line is recommended for use, primarily in the 
winter when flows less than 40 cfs are requIred. This \-lill make it 
possible to simultaneously service both hollOlv-jet valves and yet maintain 
flow. It will also eliminate the need for operating the large valves at 
small openings 11here cavitation is most likely. A hollow-cone valve \vith 
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a hood to control the dispersion of the discharge is suggested for this 
service. The maximum f10\.; possible through this line with a full reser-
voir is slightly less than 40 cfs, which results in inlet velocities of 
about SO fps. If short, thick vanes are used to sUl)port the cone, no 
difficulties due to vane failure should occur. 
Discharge Capabilities 
The maximum f10\1 capacity of the proposed system varies with 
reservoir elevation. lihen the reservoir is full, the maximum safe 
discharge for the present system, 1130 cfs, can be supplied. At a 
reservoir elevation of 150 feet, 800 cfs can be supplied. 
The capacity of the 12-inch bypass line ranges from 32 cfs at 150 
feet elevation to about 37 cfs at 212 feet elevation. 
When the reservoir is above 150 feet, the Larner-Johnson valve can 
also be used to increase the ontflO\.; if needed .. 
General Qperating Guidelines 
When the final design of tbe system is completed, a detailed check 
of 'the system should be conducte.d~ :and :an operating procedure established 
if nec.essary~ to ensure tnat v-cloclti:es sufficient to cause cavitation do 
not occur anywhere in tbe system.. 'lhe guideline.s Ii s1:ed hel~e are very 
general and intend to aid in develop.lng 1:be details of design ~:nd opera-
tion.. Integration of the operation o.f 'ine needle valve is not i:ncluded 
in t.l1ese guidelines:.t and sbould be incorpor,ated into the de'tailed 
opera'ting scnedu1e .. 
Regulating valves 
1.. The 48-1ncn line :at "1ne l·tt·-f.oot level i s ~uggested as the 
prillH1.TY .cont-rol line,:.t sin.c,e lEhe outlets fl,--om "tlte thl'ee elevations 
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are connected to it. Discharges up to 600 cfs can be safely 
supplied by this line. 
2. When discharges in excess of 600 cfs are required, both hollow-
jet valves should be used, with the discharge approximately the 
same for each. 
3. Normally the discharge in the 42-inch line at the l4-foot 
elevation should be lind ted to 400 cfs. Above this flo\V' rate, 
cavitation is likely to occur in the 38-inch ball valve. 
4. The 42-inch hollow-jet valves should not be operated at 
discharges belo\V' about 40 cfs. Use the bypass line for this 
purpose. 
Isolation-guard valves 
1. These valves should normally be either fully open or fully 
closed. 
2. The valves should be exercised several times each year by 
cycling them open and closed under no-flo\'.' conditions. 
3. Each pipeline should be flushed at least twice a year. 
4. Guides for the number of isolation valves required versus flow 
rate are as follows: Q = 40 - 300 cfs, one valve open; 
Q = 300 - 600 cfs, two valves open; Q = 600 - 900 cfs, three 
valves open; and Q > 900 cfs, all four valves open. For 
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The scope of this study did not include recommending details for the 
final design of the system. Some of the items \\hich should be carefully 
considered in the final design are: 
1. Design of the passage\vay in the hollo\'!- jet valves to ensure 
cavitation-free operation. 
2. Location and orientation of the hollow-jet valves relative to 
the tunnel and the stilling basin. 
3. Winterizing the regulating valves. 
4. Placement and selection of air-release valves. 
s. 1'ype and location of tiedowns 
6. New man'vays for acces s to valves. 
7. Selection of type of pipe and lining. 
S. Selection of type of valve operators and material for valves. 
9. Design of stilling basin. 
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ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS 
A number of possible variations of the proposed modifications exist. 
In general the possible alternate solutions consist of: 
1. Reducing the flexibility or discharge by eliminating one or Dlore 
of the present outlet tunnels. 
2. Using different regulating valves. 
3. Using a concrete lined tunnel in place of the closed conduits. 
Eight alternatives are presented which represent variations from the 
recommended plan. The basic features of the alternatives are listed 
belo\V' and details regarding the components for installation as ,'/ell as 










Variation from Recommended Scheme 
Eliminate 86-foot level outlet 
Eliminate 86 and 64-foot level outlets and 
reduce the size of the hollow-jet valves to 
58 inches 
Eliminate 86 and 64-foot outlet levels but 
retain the 42-inch hollo\v-jet valves 
Replace tIle two 42-inch hollow-jet valves \vith 
two 48-inch hollo\v-cone valves and make both 
pipelines in the lower tunnel 48 inches 
Same as scheme 4 but eliminate the 86-foot 
level tunnel 
Same as scheme 4 but eliminate both the 64 and 
86-foot level tunnels 
Install a single 66-inch pipeline in the 15-
foot level tunnel and use a single 66-inch 
hollow-jet valve for discharge 
Replace the closed conduit system with rein-
forced concrete lining throughout the tunnel 
system 
TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF ELEMENTS TO DIFFERENT SCHEMES 
Safe Capacity, 
Valve Choices· Tunnels· Junctions· cfs 
I 2 3 4 Tl T2 T3 T4 TS J l J 2 (Full Reservoir) 
Proposed 2-3S"BV 38"BV 3S"BV 2-4211HJV 48"5 48"5 42"5 3S"S 3S"5 Wye Wye 1130 
5cheme 1-12"HCV 42"5 42"5 
1-12"BV 12"5 12tt5 
Alternate 
No. 
1 2 .. 3S"BV 38"OV Plug 2-42t1HJV 48"5 48"5 42115 3S115 Wye Elbow 1030 
1-12"HCV 4Z"5 42"5 
1-12"Bv" 12"5 12"5 
2 2-38"BV Plug Plug 2-3S"HJV 2-42"5 2-42"5 900 
l-1Z"HCV 12"5 lZ"5 
1-12"BV 
3 2-38"BV Plug Plug 2-42"HJV 2-42"5 2-42"5 1000 
1-12"HCV 12"5 lZ"5 
l-1Z"BV 
4 2-3S"BV 3S"8V 3S"BV 2-48"HCV 2-48"5 2-48"5 42"5 38"5 38"5 Wye \fye 1130 
1-1211HCV 12"5 12"5 
1-12"BV N 
S 2-3S"BV 38f1 BV Plug 2-48"HCV 2-48"5 2-48"5 42"5 3S"S Wye Elbow '\.1100 '" 1-12"HCV 12"5 12"5 
1-12"BV 
6 2-38"BV Plug Plug 2-48"HCV 2-48"5 2-48"5 '\.1000 
1-12"HCV 12"5 12"5 
1-12t1BV 
7 2-38"BV 3S"BV 3S"SV 6611HJV 66"5 42115 42"5 42"5 42"5 \fye Wye 1130 
12"HCV 12"5 
12"BV 





·See Figure 1 for valve, tunnel, and junction locations 
I.!x21anation 
BV - Ball Valve 
HJV - Hollow-Jet Valve 
flCV - lIollow-Cone Valve 
S .. Steel Pipe 
Ret. .. Reinforced Concrete Lining 
T .. Transition 
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Comparative cost estimates for the proposed scheme and eight 
alternate solutions are presented in Table 5. Unit prices used to arrive 
at the estimates are listed in Table 6. Al though an attempt \'las made to 
make the cost estimates accurate, it should be realized that, as usual, 
many unknO\vns prevent exact determination of the cost of the project. 
Some of these unkno\vns are: difficul ties encountered installing the pipes 
and valves in the tunnels, the inability to obtain the exact price on the 
cost of the valves since they have not been designed and are a special 
order item, and the uncertainty as to the exact type of pipe and lining 
to be used. 
Follo\;fing are a fe\'I comments relative to the eight proposed alternate 
solutions \..,hich might aid in selecting the scheme most appropriate to the 
needs and objectives of the Denver Water Board. 
Alternate I 
By eliminating the 86-foot tunnel" the possibility of drat,ling out 
water from the lOS-foot elevation is eliminated, but the maximum discharge 
capability is not materially affected. By eliminating this one line, the 
maximum discharges only reduce by approximately 70 cfs. If desired" this 
deficit could be picked up by slight changes in the design of the system. 
The only advantage of this alternate is that it reduces the initial 
installation cost by eliminating one 38-inch ball valve" some 38-inch 
pipe, one transition" and the labor for installation. The disadvantage 
is, of course, that some flexibility of selective withdrawal from various 
levels in the reservoir is lost. The main criteria in evaluating this 
alternate solution would, of course, be the need for maintaining all 
four levels for selection of water from the reservoir. 
TABLE 5. COMPARATIVE COST ESTIMATES 
(All Prices are In-Place Estimates) 
Proposed Alternate Number 
Item Scheme 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
42" Ball Valves 64,000 
38" Ball Valves 120,000 90,000 60,000 60,000 120,000 90,000 60,000 120,000 120,000 
38" Hollo\'t'-Jet Valves 128,000 
42" Hollow Jet Valves 144,000 144,000 144,000 144,000 
66" Hollow Jet Valve 120,000 
48" Hollow-Cone Valves 92,000 92,000 92,000 
Steel Pipe 41,000 39,000 30,000 30,000 43,000 41,000 30,000 35,000 
tv 
Bypass Line 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 00 
Transitions 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Plugs 2,000 4,000 4,000 2,000 4,000 
Reinforced 
Concrete Lining 41,000 
Vault House 15,000 
Regulating Valve 
Control System 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Rock Excavation 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 
Sub Totals 348,000 318,000 255,000 271,000 298,000 268,000 229,000 318,000 405,000 
15% Engineering and 
Contingencies 52,000 48,000 38,000 41,000 45,000 40,000 34,000 48,000 61,000 
Totals 400,000 366,000 293,000 312,000 343,000 308,000 263,qOO 366,000 .466,000 
Item 
38" Ball Valves 
42" Ball Valves 
38" Hollow-Jet Valves 
42" Hollo\v-Jet Valves 
66" Hollo\v-Jet Valve 
48" Hollow-Cone Valves 
Steel Pipe" Per Foot" 
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This alternate considers only using the 14-foot level tunnel and 
abandoning the upper two levels. With this scheme two pipes in the 
IOlter tunnel ltould be identical: each having one 38-inch ball valve, 
42-inch pipe and one 38-inch ho1Io\v-jet valve. The maximum discharge 
for this arrangement is estimated to be 900 cfs. 
This alternate contains an additional cost savings over that of 
alternate 1, but also causes further reduction in the flexibility of 
selective withdra\va1 from the reservoir. 
The main disadvantages to this system are t\vofo1d: first, the 
maximum discharge is reduced from 1130 cfs to 900 cfs, and the levels 
of selective withdrawal are reduced from 4 to 2. The advantage again 
is a cost savings. 
Alternate 3 
This alternate is similar to alternate 2 with the exception that 
the hollow-jet valves are increased to 42 inches in size. This increases 
the maximum discharge to approximately 1000 cfs. The same general 
comments are applicable to this solution as were noted for alternate 2, 
except that the maximum possible discharge and total cost are both 
Slightly increased. 
Alternate 4 
The variations of this alternate from the proposed modifications 
are: the two pipelines in the 14-foot tunnel are both 48 inches in 
diruneter, and the two free discharge valves are 48-inch hoIlo\'I-cone 
valves. This solution contains all of the flexibility and can supply 
the maximum discharge of 1130 cfs. 
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The reason tha~ this solution was not suggested as the proposed 
modification is that hollow-cone valves in general are less reliable 
than hOllow-jet valves when operating under high heads. A number of 
large hollow-cone valves installed and operated under high heads have 
resulted in vane failures. Such failures are apparently being caused 
by operating the valves at large valve openings with high inlet veloci-
ties which result in elastic waves being setup in the support vanes. 
When conditions are right, these vanes can fail and usually double over 
sealing off one of the entrance passages. To minimize the possibility 
of a vane failure~ if this type of valve is selected for installation 
at Cheesman~ the size of the valves has been increased such that they 
do not have to operate over 70 percent open to supply the maximum flo\.". 
This limits the inlet velocity to a tolerable level. If sufficiently 
thick vanes are installed, no difficul ties \."i th these hollo\.,,-cone valves 
should be encountered. If this solution is adopted, it is strongly 
recommended that a thorough analysis of the sizing of the vanes for the 
valves be conducted. 
Alternate 5 
This solution is similar to alternate 4 except the 86-foot level is 
abandoned. The results are that there is less flexibility of selective 
withdra\V'al but some cost savings is realized by eliminating one line. 
The maximtun flo\Y' is only slightly reduced by this modification. 
Alternate 6 
This solution considers plugging the two upper level tunnels and 
using only the l4-foot tunnel wi th t\vO 48-inch pipelines and t\'10 48-
inch hollo\Y'-cone valves. Again" the amount of selective wi thdrawal" the 
Jnaximum di scharge" and the total cost are reduced \'1i th this scheme. 
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Alternate 7 
This solution is not highly recommended but is included primarily 
for a cost comparison. This scheme considers using only a single pipeline 
in the 14-foot tunnel and a single 66-inch hollow-jet valve for release. 
Referrin~ to Table 5, it is seen that the cost for this installation is 
very similar to the total cost of the proposed modification. It there-
fore appears that no additional cost is involved in obtaining the 
additional flexibility of having two separate lines for release. 
This alternate has the obvious disadvantage of only one regulating 
valve~ in addition to the small bypass line. If this valve becomes 
inoperable for some reason .. the outlet works are essentially shut dm\'11. 
Alternate 8 
This alternate considers use of a reinforced concrete lining rather 
than closed conduits bet\l}'een the valves. Bulkheads upstream and dO\\11-
stream of all isolation and control valves would be required and all 
connecting tunnels would need to be concrete lined with steel reinforcing. 
This scheme is considerably more expensive than the others suggested 
because it is necessary to install t\iO additional 42-inch ball valves 
upstream of the t\'lO 42-inch hollo\.:-jet valves so that the two discharge 
valves might be serviced separately. 
Only general comments regarding each alternate solution have been 
included. Many of the conunents regarding the proposed modifications 
discussed in the previous chapter \iould also apply to these al ternate 
solutions. It is suggested that if one of the alternate solutions is 
selected in preference to the proposed modification .. the general conunents 
listed in the preceding chapter be studied carefully to see how they 
apply to the selected scheme. 
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Other Technical Considerati.ons 
In selecting the best alternative several special points should be 
considered. Because of the remote location of Cheesman Dam., the 
difficulty of construction and maintenance inside the tunnels and the 
importance of the reservoir to the Denver l~ater supply., it is important 
that the chosen modifications be able to serve reliably and adequately 
well into the future. The design should facilitate any proposed changes 
in use of the reservoir in the future as well as the present operation. 
In selecting a final scheme., it is well to examine \vhat percent of 
the total cost is represented by each component. The following is an 
approximate breakdoh~ of the construction costs for the typical alter-
native. 
1Unnel Piping 9 - 13% 
Guard Valves 20 - 40% 
Control Valves 35 - 50% 
Transitions 15 - 20% 
Bypass 2 - 4% 
It is immediately apparent that the major costs are incurred in the 
valves. The choice of valves also determines., to a large extent, the 
reliability and longevity of the system. 
APPENDIX A 
i~::5~j -.... 
BOARD OF R'\'TER CO}:1ISSIONERS 
INTRA .. OFFICE co:~mNrCATrON' 
DATE: }1ay 13. 1966 
TO: c. E. c. Ca.rlson~ Superintendent of Operations 
FROM: R. G. Akin. Superintendent of Source of SUPP1Y~~ 
SUBJECT: Cheesman Dam ~ Valve Operation and Maintenance 
Since tbe last report to you (sec attached copy on the subject matter) 
all dO~~lstream valves in the Daa w~re restored to an operable state 
during the winter months of 1958-59, including the single gate valve 
at the 80 foot level. Further, th~ mechanical condition and operation 
of these valves has improved considerably. This is a result of a 
program set up by the }~aintenance Division to thoroughly check the 
valves on a semi~annual basis, including the routine operation by this 
Diviston. 
At the present, the Maintenance Division is in the process of com-
pletely overhauling the t'vo do~·mstream gates at the 15 foot level. 
The delive~ on the two gates from the vendor was estimated by them 
to be June 20. 1966. Ho,·tever, the releases of \Olater at this level 
1nay pertllit the installation of only one gate this spring. 
As originally suggested, the addition of tv70 operating valves ';·;ould 
substantially increase the functional use of the presen-t gate type 
valves, that is, utilize these for a standby or e~crgency usc only. 
I am referring to the 15 foot level for the new operating valves. 
One of the tyro ne,·]' valves could be 12 inches 1.n diameter to aCCOm-
~odate flows up to 50 s.f. The second valve should have a capacity 
up to 1200 s.f. 
It is advisable to retain the two valves ~t the 152 foot level, due 
to more frequent opportunity for inspection and maintenance. The 
gate valves at the 80 and 60 foot levels should be eliulinated once 
new operating valves are installed at the lo't .... er elevation. 
Grouting of the manways is reconmended to reduce the seepage and, in 
turn a cut do'tln on the sa.fety hazard of th€; hydrogen sulfide corning in 
with the seepage. Grout1.ng t118,Y be :-equired if additional sections of 
the tunnel are pressurized. 
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valves, that is, utilize these for a standby or e~crgency usc only. 
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One of the tyro nel·]' valves could be 12 inches i.n diameter to aCCOm-
~odatc flows up to 50 s.f. The second valve should have a capacity 
up to 1200 s.f. 
It is advisable to retain the two valves ~t the 152 foot level, due 
to more frequent opportunity for inspection and maintenance. The 
gate valves at the 80 and 60 foot levels should be eliulinated once 
new operating valves are installed at the lo't .... er elevation. 
Grouting of the manways is reconmended to reduce the seepage and, in 
turn 1 cut do'tln. on the sa.fety hazard of th€; hydrogen sulfide corning in 
with the seepage. Grout1.ng \118,y be :-equired if additional sections of 
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BOARD OF WATER CO:-f}!ISS IONERS 
DATE: October ~3, 1958 
TO: }tr. C. E. C. Carlson, Superintenc!ent of Operations ~/ • 
A'· S • t d S f SID· • • • // 7~~ ,-utl.n, uperl.n en ant, ource o' Up? Y l.Vl.Sl.on ~.I' t.fr. R. G. 
SUBJECT: Lake Cheesman Valve Operation and Naintenance 
The dOvffi stream channel flot'l or deo.z.nds fro:~\ Chee.sr.lan Dam can be r~zulated .. 
except w~en the R~servoir is full and spilling, by four levels or elevations 
or valves, located within the northeast abutment and foundation rock. ~hcs~ 
valves are accessible by stair\o:aYG to the 152' elevation, by u.an-t·;ays '-:"La 
tunnels to the 80', 60', and 15' elevations. The operation of the v~lve.s a~ 
any elevation depends on the lake level; that is, the lake level this clace ~s 
186 ft. so the valve. at the 152' lev~l is in operation. In general, 'this 
tnethod of operation is the same for the lo\:e:- elevations as the lake level 
dro~sJ "dth one exception. The z~te at the 80' level is only operated duri:r.g 
emergencies to by-pass heavy strcaru £lo\-1s. 
Eight of the nine valves in the structure are hydraulically o?erated oy water 
pressure froJ! .a. pUla? at the 15' elevation. The ninth valv~ is a 60 ff c~cdle 
type, referred to as the Johnson V~:veJ and is ser::i-hydraulica~ly o?~ra~ed. 
This valve is the operating valve for the 152' elevation. The. upstre"C1 or 
emergency valve at this elevation is a rtardy-Tynen 7' high and 4' wide zate 
wi.th a v~rtical cylinder_ A hand booster pu;:q;> is generally requi.red to bu:':c 
up suffjcient pressure to opcrc.te the valve. These valves \'lere install~d ir, 
1926, Cne single 42" Rensse:aer Gz.te Valve 't.;ith a horizontal cylinder is Ci.:: 
the 80' elevation. Toe inlet elevation to this valve is lOS'. l~TO of the 
same t~;e and make are at the 60' elevation. T"To sets, referred to as i:t;·lir:. 
valves of the sarue type and make C1S at the 60' and 80' levels, are conn~cte':' 
in a \lye fashion at the IS' elevation. The tloro do\·m stre.a:u valves at the :5' 
level ",ere rebuil t \lith h-eavicr gates and reG\.tced seat rings of 38" di~:,leta:­
in 1931. Similar valves b~ilt at the factory w~re installed, one to re?lac~ 
the dO\Offi strean valv~ at the 60' elevatioa and the sinzle gate at the SO' 
elevation in 1Jl~~ i~e upstrcan sates at the IS' and 60' elevations are tha 
original and perhaps tha las t ti\.le that they \l~rc. operated "laS dl1ring the ra-
buildins of tha dOvID stream gates. 
All do,. .. '11 streaa valves plus the. 'Hardy-Tynan Gate are oper~ble. The t1ioiO "9-
stream valves of the 15' elevation a:ld one upstr~nUl valv~ of the 60' \<..Till, :10 
doubt a need cylinder inspection and mai.ntenance before attcm~tlng to o?er~.te 
thesa valves. 
BOARD OF WATER CO:-f}!ISS IONERS 
DATE: October ~3, 1958 
TO: Mr. C. E. C. Carlson, Superintendent of Operations 
Hr. R. G. ~tin, Superintendant, Source of Supply Division 
SUBJECT: Lake Cheesman Valve Operation and Naintenance 
The dOvffi stream channel flot'l or deo.z.nds fro:~\ Chee.sr.lan Dam can be r~zulated .. 
except w~en the R~servoir is full and spilling, by four levels or elevations 
or valves, located within the northeast abutment and foundation rock. ~hcs~ 
valves are accessible by stair\o:aYG to the 152' elevation, by u.an-t·;ays '-:"La 
tunnels to the 80', 60', and 15' elevations. The operation of the v~lve.s a~ 
any elevation depends on the lake level; that is, the lake level this clace ~s 
186 ft. so the valve. at the 152' lev~l is in operation. In general, 'this 
tnethod of operation is the same for the lo\:e:- elevations as the lake level 
dro~s, "dth one exception. The z~te at the 80' level is only operated duri:r.g 
emergencies to by-pass heavy strcaru £lo\-1s. 
Eight of the nine valves in the structure are hydraulically o?erated oy water 
pressure froJ! .a. pUla? at the 15' elevation. The ninth valv~ is a 60 ff c~cdle 
type, referred to as the Johnson V~:veJ and is ser::i-hydraulica~ly o?~ra~ed. 
This valve is the operating valve for the 152' elevation. The upstre"C1 or 
emergency valve at this elevation is a rtardy-Tyncn 7' high and 4' wide zate 
wi.th a v~rtical cylinder. A hand booster pu;:q;> is generally requi.red to bu:':c 
up suffjcient pressure to operc.te the valve. These valves \'lere install~d ir, 
1926, Cne single 42" Rensse:aer Gz.te Valve 't.;ith a horizontal cylinder is Ci.:: 
the 80' elevation. Toe inlet elevation to this valve is lOS'. 1~10 of the 
same t~;e and make are at the 60' elevation. T"10 sets, referred to as i:t;·lir:. 
valves of the sarue type and make C1S at the 60' and 80' levels, are conn~cte':' 
in a \lye fashion at the IS' elevation. The tvro Go\·m strca:u valves at the :5' 
level ",erc rebuil t \lith h-eavicr gates and reG\.tced seat rings of 38" di~:,lete:­
in 1931. Similar valves b~ilt at the factory w~re installed, one to re?lac~ 
the dO\Offi strean valv~ at the 60' elevatioa and the sinzle gate at the SO' 
elevation in 1Jl~~ i~e upstrcan sates at the 15' and 60' elevations are tha 
original and perhaps tha las t ti\.le that they \l~rc. operated vlaS dl1ring the re-
buildins of tha dOvID stream gates. 
All do,. .. '11 streaa valves plus the 'Hardy-Tynan Gate are oper~ble. The t1ioiO "9-
stream valves of the 15' elevation a:ld one upstr~nUl valv~ of the 60' ""Till, :10 




Our prozrsut of lilaintcnance is as fo110v1s: 
The 00" Johnson Valve is due fo:- a cOJ1:>lete inside cleaninz ~nd 
gre~sinz. This re~uires 2. cO:Jplete cl.is~m:l.tlinz of tha cone in 
orcer to rer.lOVC the 3cale 3nd b~rnacles and to thoroughlY grease 
~he baarinss. The ti~e ~lehl~nt on this 2~rticuler v~lve requires 
iO to 12 cays to clea~. This vaive re~uires this type of mainten~nce 
eve-=y 6 years. At thi.s Sa:Lie elevation, the hand operated pump for 
boosting the pressure for operatiug the Harcy-Tyaen Gate will be 
replaced ~lith an electric~l pU:Jp. The t-~air.tE:nilnCe Division, with the 
help of our operatinz force, is scheduled to start soon. 
The three Renssclaer Valves, one at 60' eievation and t,vo at the 15' J cpstretiu 
and generally considered as e~er~ancy valv~s, hav~n't been operated since th~ 
doun streaw gates were rebailt in 1931 for the lowar level and 1933 for the 
upper or 60' level. A~" atce::1pt '-lill be tllade to o?crate these valves un~~r 
bai.nnced ~:-essure; hO,\·7~v~r, the first al)pro~ch v;iil be to disr.la~tl~ the cylinder 
heads for ins2cction, restore Lhe packing and miscellaneous pipinz. 
I eoncur \lit'h the Naintenanc~ Division that these valv~s can be restored to ~n 
,..-- -------------------
~erab!.~-s-tat;..~. The questi.on arises ho,-, ~:fective ti1CY ~lOuld be in c~ th~y 
had to be ~_~ed __ £.I!5~~.J'_EE~~_S~~ It has been kno\·m by our Division thai: the 
seat rinzs are sheared SOuie and that a cor:.plete shut-out is not possible as 
long ago as 1931 and 1933. Tite v;,or~inz over of these three Gaces vlill foiloy; 
the overhaul of the 60" Needle Valve and v!i11 pro!>ably take th:-ee \.;e~~(s. 
Ona al terna te, 'Which has meri t, '-lould be to abanc!o:l. the thr~~YS1:.aE~_y-a) v~s_ 
and ~~_~4~.1 __ 9.t).EL l~.rge_ . .9~ _t_VL~~dlurJ ~JJ:e_y?.:i ves-to ca~ri- a?pro;·:ina:~ly __ ~J_~.9 __ . 
~ec~J~~t __ and a l~_!n~h_Y?.l~~Lfor !~51_~!.~~~. __ ~~.~ati"!!. at: the }_9.!~.t~yc_t:.i9i.~, 
which would control all three elevations. Toe outle: tunnal at this scatio~ 
would need enlarging into a Ch~mber for acc~ss 2.nd operatinz equip~:!~nt. l'be 
Valve could be connected vitil flange pipJng to the ~xisting flGnged valves 
and conc~eted. The outlet chute or sto·.)c;s from the 80' and 60' elevatioi"is can 
.1\ 
be connected with sindlar pi?ing into a 'tvye bra •• ch in bac~ of the. operating 
valve. ?iping fro:a the lo,·;~r level should extend into the lO'-l~r ctuarte:- of 
the stope anG concreted for anchorage. The upp~r portion of the stope ~nd 
outlet tunnel would require guniting and perha?s grout th~ surrounding area 
to reduce seepage. This instailati.on \'lOuld place the present: operable valves 
in a posi tion as e=lerzency va. I ves. This scheme is very flltlch reco:v;-.lended. 
OVer the present layout. Engineerinz det2.ils are lacki.nz at this titne to 
determine the cost. 
RGA:t:n 
ec i !-!. H. H~rsh~.ll 
K. A. iby 
11arry l'robcrt 
1'0: J. E. tayne j .Acti.ng Chief Engineer 
(4) lofy comments 01:1 the valves at Cheesman: 
As stated in ]orr. ,Akin f s report J the 152 ' level or 60" Sohnson Needle 
Valve is nOvI in excellent condition~ and should give tIle :Board weny 
~ore years of service. 
At elevation 105 r or 80 1 level" \ole have one gate valve. installed in 
1933. The body and bonnet of this valve is embedded in concrete" 
so all \om heve been able to do is ~intain the hydraulic operating 
cylinder. In case of a failu~~ Vu this valve, ~a could lose the 
reservoir to elevation 105 t • Le~kaze is slight, but being unable 
to inspect this valve J \ola do not he"ve any idea as to its condition. 
The same holds true for the valves at the 60' elevation; e}:cept, at 
this location) there are two valv~s (installed in 1931 and 1933) 
and the danger of losing the reservoir due to the valve failure is 
lessened. 
At the 15 I elevat1.ol1, "le have t't\'O sets of opera ting valves. On t11e 
~o't'nlstrcam 3Sn valves" the concrete has been chipped tn·ray froin the 
valve bonnet, so \'!e have be.en able to close the cpstrl'2am [;.2" valves 
and service the 38" valves. The bodies of the dO\-,Tllstrea:n 38" valves 
are j.n poor c.ondition, but \Ie can do nothing abOltt this at the pres-
ent time. We\V gates have bee:1. oreer-cd and should be installed soon; 
hO\lcv~r) the lt2" ups trearn valv~s are in poor conclition, and the 
leakage ~~ccssivc. 
It is d:f.ff:f.cult to estimate how' I:luch se.rvice is left in all of the 
al>ove valves. ehees'man Reservoir \':2.5 ccr.;',pleted in 1905 J and ne,·, 
valVeS \Tere conteIl1plated in 1922. Vc.lve installations "lere tlade 
between 1926 anG 1933. The 152 r valv~ t"ould be 10~\T~r in elevc?tion 1 
had it been feasible to lo\.:er the reservoir tnore at that t:i.me. 
A nel" valve or v.?lvcs should be CO:15i.dered in the next 5 to 7 years» 
with a type of valve that ~ould giv~ longer se~v!ce than the present 
gate VCl.lves. I would recor.~end that design and cost est1.mates be 




RECOMr.1ENDED STUDY OF THE OUTLET 
WORKS AT CHEESl'JAN DAr1 
SUMlvlARY 
5.'he follot·ting is a proposal to analyze and furnish 
a report on the outlet works at Cheesman Dam. The study 
will include a report on the present physical condition of 
the control valves and outlet tunnels, and a discussion of 
the present operating procedures. Field inspections and 
tests will be conducted to provide additional information. 
Alternate solutions for correcting the present difficulties 
will be provided in sufficient detail to allow the most ap-
propriate solution to be selected. The specific tasks to 
be included in this study are as follows: 
SCOPE OF WORK 
1. Examination of information furnished by the Denver Water 
Board relative to the construction and operation of the 
outlet works including: 
a. Photographs and construction drat'lings of the valve 
installations and the outlet tunnels. 
b. Operating demands such as: maximum, m~n~mum, and 
average discharges, variation of discharge with time 
and reservoir elevation, and any projected changes 
in these demands. 
c. Operating procedures such as: \-lbich valves are used 
versus reservoir elevation, quanti ties of flo\-1 re-
quired through each valve, length of time each valve 
is used during the year, percent use of each valve 
and the number of valves used at the same time. 
d. Present condition and records of past repair to the 
valves. 
e. Water quality information on Lake Cheesman. 
f. Maximum flo"'1 - minimum head requirements. 
,...he above information '-1ill be examined to acquaint 
the consultants \vith the facility and procedures of operation~ 
The infonnation \vill serve as the basis for preliminary analy-
sis of system capabilities and for calculations of cavitation 
potential, as well as for planning details of field trips to 
the site and evaluating the need for field testing. 
2. Conduct a field inspection of the outlet works to deter-
mine the follo\'ling: 
a. The present condition of the valves, valve operators 
and outlet tunnels. 
b. Possibility of continued use of the present gate 
valves for either throttling or as guard valves and 
·the repairs to them that would be necessary for 
their continued operation. 
c. The possibility of: 
(1) Pressurizing downstream conduits in their 
present condition, or 
(2) Lining one or more conduits to allow for pres-
surization, or 
(3) Installing a pipeline system inside the outlet 
tunnels. 
d. The number and location of throttling valves requlred 
to satisfy all demand requirements and eliminate the 
present problems. 
e. Geometry of the terrain at the outlet in the event it 
is recommended to place a free discharge valve at 
that location. 
3. Provide a recommenda tion \*7i th regard to the feasibility 
of maintaining the capabili ty of wi thdra\"ing \*later from 
the lake at different elevations. 
4. Recommend an operating procedure for the present system 
which \*lill minimize the present difficulties until per-
manent modifications are completed. 
5. Present alternate solutions, including operating proce-
dures and cost estimates, for solving the existing prob-
lems while maintaining adequate flexibility for present 
and future demands. Alternatives will be presented for 
each of the follo\ving: 
a. The types of feasible systems, such as merely chang-
ing the existing valves, eliminating certain valves, 
or replacing the present system with a closed con-
duit having a single valve at the exit of the tunnel. 
h. The type of valve suggested for each scheme. 
c. The tunnels which should be utilized. 
6. Discuss proposed solutions ''lith Water Board personnel to 
verify that each alternative is practical and in line 
with the objectives and requirements of the Denver \vater 
Board. 
